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Class- VI 

                          Summer Holidays Homework (2022-23) 

Dear Students,  

The most awaited moments of summer vacation are here. Vacation is 

synonymous with fun frolic, going for picnic, playing for longer hours and 

having fun but dear children, we have planned some assignments and creative 

work for you so that you can make the optimum use of your time and energy.  

Instructions for Holiday Assignments : 

 Do the work of all subjects in one scrapbook. 

 Decorate the cover of scrapbook with nice artwork.  

 Do the homework of different subjects in the given sequence English, 

Hindi, Maths, Science Social studies, Sanskrit, GK and Art. 

 Presentation carries Marks. 

 Activities recommended during vacation  

 Meditate and do simple yoga exercises. 

 Help your grandparents and parents in daily chores like cleaning, dusting, 

watering plants, feeding birds, serving meals and organising home etc.  

 Read any story book.   

SUBJECT - ENGLISH 

Literature - Learn all the work done till date in notebook. 

Grammar Bravia - Revise all the exercises of Ch- 1,2,3,4 . 

 Write down ( any 20) Degrees  of Adjectives from Ch - 9 pg no. 49-50 

and learn it. 

 Write down ( any 25) Forms of verb from Ch - 11 pg no. 87-88 and learn 

it.  

     –       

(अ)             - 

1        10     तक   त    क  5                   

(ब) अ           - 

1.              क          2.              

      -        क     क         -    क     क    
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*      * 

( )    तक               त  क क             त       

*      - क     क  क    scrapbook     क    

SUBJECT - MATHS 

1. Write divisibility rules on A4 size sheet(colorful). 

2. Write Prime numbers and Composite numbers table on A4 size sheet 

(colorful). This table is given in your book at page no 52. 

3. Revision of UT 1 syllabus with examples in rough notebook.  

4. Learn tables 2 to 20. 

SUBJECT – SCIENCE 

1. Collect and paste 5 pictures of different fibres  

2. Collect and paste 5 pictures of food items rich in  carbohydrates, proteins and 

fats. 

3. Revise syllabus which has been covered in class till now. 

4. Complete work done in online classes. 

SUBJECT - SST 

Learn ch- 1(His, Geo, civics), Ch-2(His) 

Activity- Prepare a chart of Solar system.  

     -       

1.      - '     औ   त  ' क                 त क  क      क     क      

              क    

2.          -                        क         क      त      क      

    । 

SUBJECT - COMPUTER 

Make a chart on any one topic : 

1. Control panel 

2. Memory 

3. IPO cycle 

And learn chapter -1.  

Do the worksheet (will be discussed in online class) in the notebook.  
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SUBJECT - GK 

1. Learn and write 15 recent current affairs related to sports from the newspaper. 

2. Write the states and capitals of India in a creative way and point it on an 

Indian political map 

3. Write down the 10 tourist places in india. Support with pictures.  Write one 

sentence on why are they special? 

SUBJECT - ART 

Draw a picture composition on the topic : 

(My home my temple ,my parents my God ) on an A3 size sheet using  any 

bright colours.  
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                                                     Class- VII  

                          Summer Holidays Homework (2022-23) 

Dear Students,  

The most awaited moments of summer vacation are here. Vacation is 

synonymous with fun frolic, going for picnic, playing for longer hours and 

having fun but dear children, we have planned some assignments and creative 

work for you so that you can make the optimum use of your time and energy.  

Instructions for Holiday Assignments : 

 Do the work of all subjects in one scrapbook. 

 Decorate the cover of scrapbook with nice artwork.  

 Do the homework of different subjects in the given sequence English, 

Hindi, Maths, Science Social studies, Sanskrit, GK and Art. 

 Presentation carries Marks. 

 Activities recommended during vacation  

 Meditate and do simple yoga exercises. 

 Help your grandparents and parents in daily chores like cleaning, dusting, 

watering plants, feeding birds, serving meals and organising home etc.  

 Read any story book.  

Subject - English 

Literature - Learn all the work done in English notebook. 

Grammar Bravia - Revise all the exercises of Ch - 1,2,3,4 and 5. 

Write down (any 20) Degrees of Adjectives from Ch - 8, pg no. 41- 42 and learn it. 

Write down (any 25) Forms of verb from Ch - 17, pg no. 94,95 and 96 and learn it.  

     -       

                              - 

( )             - 

1       30     तक   त    क  5                   

 (ब)            - 

1.              क  

      -                        -              । 
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( )             (slogan writing)(         - 250) 

      ग         क     क         त                        

    - '          ,          ' 

     -slogan writing         scrapbook        । 

Subject - Maths 

1. Write the types of Fractions with two examples in A4 size sheet(colorful).  

2. Make ten sums of integers with your own and solve it on A4 size sheet. 

3. Revision of syllabus which has done in class with examples in rough 

notebook. 

4. Learn tables 2 to 20. 

Subject - Science 

1. Draw a life cycle of silkworm on A4 sheet. 

2. Draw well labelled diagram of Human Digestive System on A4 sheet. 

3. Revise chapter 1 and 2 for Periodic Test. 

4. Complete work done in online classes. 

Subject - SST 

Learn Ch- 1(His, Geo, civics), Ch-2(His) 

Activity - Imagine an ideal environment where you would love to live. Draw the 

picture of your ideal environment. 

Subject - Computer 

Make a chart on any one topic.  

1. Computer software. 

2. Generation of computer languages. 

Learn the chapter 1. 

     -       

                              - 

1.        - '     ,     औ     ' क    त       (        क       )          त क  क      

क     क    ग         व     क    

2.          -  क        क             त     त         व         

Subject - Art 
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Draw a picture composition on the topic   

(My home my temple ,my parents my God ) on an A3 size sheet using  any 

bright colours. 

 

Subject – G.K. 

1. Learn and write 15 recent current affairs related to sports from the 

newspaper. 

2. Write the states and capitals of India in a creative way and point it on an 

Indian political map 

3. Collect and paste the different types of seeds and write their names and 

uses. 
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Class- VIII 

                          Summer Holidays Homework (2022-23) 

Dear Students,  

The most awaited moments of summer vacation are here. Vacation is 

synonymous with fun frolic, going for picnic, playing for longer hours and 

having fun but dear children, we have planned some assignments and creative 

work for you so that you can make the optimum use of your time and energy.  

Instructions for Holiday Assignments : 

 Do the work of all subjects in one scrapbook. 

 Decorate the cover of scrapbook with nice artwork.  

 Do the homework of different subjects in the given sequence English, 

Hindi, Maths, Science Social studies, Sanskrit, GK and Art. 

 Presentation carries Marks. 

 Activities recommended during vacation  

 Meditate and do simple yoga exercises. 

 Help your grandparents and parents in daily chores like cleaning, dusting, 

watering plants, feeding birds, serving meals and organising home etc.  

 Read any story book.   

Subject - English 

Literature - Learn all the work done in English notebook. 

Grammar Bravia –  

 Revise all the exercises of Ch - 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 Write down Degrees of Adjectives from Ch - 4, Pg no. 38, 39 and 40 and 

learn it. 

 Write down Antonyms from Ch - 16 

     –       

(अ)             - 1        10     तक   त    क  10                   

(ब) अ           - 

 अब   त     त     ब             ई   त (         - 305) 

       त  क     (        -306) 

                       (        -306) 
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( )             

  क       क         (        -294) 

  क         क         (        -295) 

MATHS 

1. Write the properties of Rational numbers on A4 size sheet(colorful)  

2. Learn and write 2 to 20 squares.  

3. Learn and write 2 to 20 cubes.  

4. Learn and write tables 2 to 20 

5. Revision of UT 1 syllabus in rough notebook .and learn it  

SCIENCE 

1. Collect and paste the samples of crops grown in India.Two for each of the 

following- Cereals,Pulses,Vegetables,Fruits,Oilseeds, Spices,Sugar 

yielding crops,Medicinal crops, fibre crops and Beverages.You can collect 

the sample in a small transparent pouch and then paste it. 

2. Make a poster highlighting the usefulness of Microorganisms  

3. You must have learnt about the properties of synthetic fibres and Plastics. 

Do you think plastics are always bad for environment? Justify your answer. 

 Enlist some advantages of plastics. 

 How can you reduce the usage of plastics and polyethylenes in your 

surroundings. 

 Find out the expansion of abbreviations related to plastics and 

polymers like PET, PVC and TEFLON. 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

Learn Ch - 1(History, Geo, civics), Ch-2(History) 

Activity-Draw a flow chart of Resources . Paste the pictures of these 

Resources also. 

     -       

         अ                    - 

1.        *  -  त  औ       *  त   * -      औ     (  ब  )  

अ        त क  क      क     क                    क    

2. *    क   * - 

 क     ब  क  उ          त     त                   
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General Knowledge 

 Learn and write 15  current events related to sports from the newspaper. 

 Write the states and capitals of India in a creative way and point it on an 

Indian political map. 

 Collect information and paste picture of breeds of your favourite pet. 

ART 

 Draw a picture composition on the topic   

(My home my temple ,my parents my God ) on an A3 size sheet using  any 

bright colours. 

 


